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Introduc1on and Mo1va1on

Execu1on Templates

• Available cloud frameworks either support ﬁne-grained
task scheduling or high task throughput, but not both.

• Basic Blocks: execu1on templates cache control plane decisions at the
granularity of basic blocks in the driver program. Unlike batching, execu1on
templates are capable of handling nested-loops and data-dependent branches.

Logis1c regression in Spark 2.0 MLlib: Increasingly parallelizing reduces computa1on
1me (black bars) but control overhead outstrip these gains, increasing comple1on 1me.

• Execu8on templates introduce a new design point:
! For reoccurring computa1ons cache the control
decisions on compu1ng nodes as templates and
instan1ate the templates with new parameters.
! Changes in scheduling are supported as edits in the
installed templates. The cost of scheduling is propor1onal
to the size of changes.

• Edit: minor changes in the scheduling,
for example task migra1ons, reﬂect in
the templates as in place edits added by
controller upon instan1a1on.
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! Systems such as Spark schedule at the task granularity
but only handle few thousands tasks per second.

while (error > threshold_e) {
while (gradient > threshold_g) {
// Optimization code block
gradient = Gradient(tdata, coeff, param)
coeff += gradient
}
// Estimation code block
error = Estimate(edata, coeff, param)
param = update_model(param, error)
}

Coeﬃcients

! Systems such as Naiad and TensorFlow install sta1c data
ﬂow graph for eﬃciency but sacriﬁce scheduling ﬂexibility.
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• We have implemented execu1on templates in a cloud
compu1ng framework called Nimbus.
• Execu1on templates cache the control dependency between
tasks, data access pa>erns, and task executables.
• Workers can queue tasks and resolve dependencies locally.
• Inter-worker dependencies are encoded as data copy
commands; workers exchange data directly.
• Nimbus has a mutable data model which allows caching the
data access pa>erns within the template.
• Templates are instan1ated by passing new task iden1ﬁers and
parameters to the workers.
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• Patch: templates are not bound to a
sta1c control ﬂow. Controller can patch
Worker 2
Worker 1
the worker state to enforce the required
precondi1ons of the templates.
Edits: migra1ng task from
worker 2 to worker 1.
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Evalua1on
Fine-Grained Scheduling
•The cost of edits is propor1onal to the size of
scheduling changes (single edit costs 41μs).

Task Throughput

• Although Nimbus has a centralized controller
similar to Spark, it handles orders of magnitude
higher task throughput.

HPC Applica1ons

Data Analy1cs
• Nimbus with execu1on templates matches
the performance of distributed frameworks
with sta1c data ﬂow (Naiad) while keeping the
scheduling granularity (Spark).

• Execu1on templates allow running complex water
simula1on (PhysBAM) with triply-nested loop and data
dependent branches within 15% of MPI performance.

Iteration
Task

Spark
53.0s
4.86s

Nimbus

#cell (#parts)

no templates

templates

6.44s
0.14s

5.03s
0.14s

Table 2: Average iteration and task length in seconds
for PageRank over the Wikipedia graph, broken into 400
partitions run on 40 cores.
Increasing the number of workers increases the task
rate. As the number of workers increases to 50 and
100, the scheduler cost of fast tasks becomes more pronounced. With 100 workers, Nimbus without templates
is only 40% faster than Spark. With templates, however,
it still runs nearly 8 times faster. At this scale, if Nimbus
workers were completely utilized, they would be running
0.26 million tasks per second.
We measured Spark as being able to schedule 8,000
tasks per second. Ousterhout et al. measured Spark as
being able to schedule only 1,500 tasks per second [24].
We are unsure of the exact reason for this discrepancy,
but note that when we ran Spark with logging enabled its
performance matched what they reported.
With 100 workers, the task rate is 6400 tasks/second,
within the scheduler’s capabilities, so Spark’s performance is flat and execution time increases only slightly
with larger problems. Financial limitations prevent us
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Figure 10: Still of a PhysBAM simulation of water being
poured into a glass.
vertex-cut partitioning and other graph optimizations in

